Tariffs on Electronic Components Imported from China
July 6, 2018
Dear Valued Customer,
Effective July 6, 2018 and as mandated by U.S. Trade Representative 301, certain
electronic components imported from China will be subject to a 25% tariff.
We encourage you to review the listing of components that will be subject to the tariff as
identified in the link above to determine the potential impact to your Bill of Materials and
associated costs.
Zentech is working closely with our electronic component supply chain, our electronic
component distributors, and with industry associations to best understand the mechanics of
this tariff implementation.
As noted in the letters following this one from our suppliers, the tariff will likely be passed
through 100% from our electronic component distributors to Zentech and will consequently
be passed through 100% by Zentech.
This is an unprecedented development with some measure of fluidity and the unknown.
Zentech will strive to communicate additional details as they become available from our
electronics supply chain and distributors.
Thank you for your patience as this process unfolds.
Please contact John Vaughan, VP of Sales at vaughanj@zentech.com if you would like to
discuss in greater detail.
Sincerely,
Matt Turpin
President and CEO
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The Specialist in Electronic Component Distribution
June 26, 2018
Re: Section 301 Import Tariffs

Dear Valued Customer,
With the Administration’s passage of the Section 301 tariffs on products made in China, efforts
continue to be made by industry associations and individual businesses like that of TTI for componentlevel devices to be removed from the list due to the impact on American businesses. Additionally,
please be aware that a second list of components identified by the Office of United States Trade
Representative will undergo further public notice and comment, including a public hearing. This
process is expected to be completed by fall 2018.
What we know today is that all components produced in China and included in Section 301 will be
subject to the new tariffs effective July 6. For the purpose of clarification, components manufactured in
Taiwan and Hong Kong are not considered within the scope of Section 301, therefore are not subject to
the additional tariff.
As of this communication we are just beginning to receive formal notification from our suppliers as to
how they intend to pass through the new tariffs. We do expect all suppliers to pass thorough the tariff
and anticipate that 100% of the additional tariff will be passed through.
Since many suppliers produce components in multiple countries it is not known until time of
receipt/shipment if the Country of Origin on the components being shipped will be that of China. For
this reason our salespeople will not always know the Country of Origin at time of order placement.
Because of the magnitude of the tariffs if the Country of Origin on the components being shipped to
your company is China, TTI will have to begin passing through these tariffs on the effective date.
We will continue to communicate with you as circumstances warrant further updates.
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To Our Valued Customers,
On July 6th, per the US Trade Representative Section 301, a 25% tariff will be imposed on specific products
manufactured in China entering into the United States. The list included 818 product lines identified by
HTS codes. (Click here to review List 1.)
Heilind has been working with our suppliers and industry organizations to petition for exclusions of various
products that are affected. To this point, we have not been successful in our petitions and are waiting for
final determination on the second list of 284 products also being considered for additional tariffs. This
second list is still under review with public comment being solicited. (Click here to review List 2) Public
comment on list 2 is due by July 23.
Heilind is working diligently with our suppliers to understand their various approaches and the impact on
specific franchised products sourced directly out of China. To provide you an adjustment period during
this challenging situation, Heilind will not pass on any Section 301 tariff charges until further notice, and
will absorb these costs during this period of time. Once this date is determined, we are not planning to
raise prices at the part number level but rather, create a separate line item for the tariff charge. The
exception would be for parts where suppliers have chosen to increase the piece part price, in which case
we will have no choice but to pass these increases along. We believe keeping the tariff charge on its own
line reduces the supply chain impact and is the least disruptive option from a systematic, accounting and
process perspective.
As always, Heilind’s first priority is to work in partnership with our customers to provide outstanding
customer service in all matters. In this situation, Heilind can assist by providing a preliminary list of parts
believed to be affected by the tariffs based on your specific history of purchases. However, this initial list
cannot be considered final pending updated details from our suppliers which is still in process. Please
work with your local representatives to review your specific parts and how to best manage your supply
chain going forward.
Our primary objective is to minimize supply chain disruption and provide you with the most accurate
information that will enable you to manage your business moving forward under these newly defined
rules. Heilind values our partnership and thanks you for entrusting us with your business. We will continue
to provide updates as the situation develops.
If you would like to submit a comment, you can do so at www.regulations.gov.
For more details, please go to the link below.
https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2018/june/ustr-issues-tariffschinese-products

Sincerely,
Heilind Electronics

